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NEWS- - FEATURE A.&'-E-: SPORTS
Double overtime
NEWS SERVICE EFT .F ASF.
Both the men's and women's
soccer teams from the College of
Wooster have received bids to the
NCAA Division III Great Lakes
Regional Tournament
Wooster' s men, who completed
the regular season with a record of
13-- 6 overall and 6--2 in the North
Coast Athletic Conference, will
be making
their third ap-
pearance The Fightingin the
past four years competing
and sixth over-
all. NCAAThe Scots
Scots are
in theirfirst
tournament
will take on
Kenyon tonight (Nov. 6) at 6
pjiuatOhio Wesleyan's Roy Rike
Field. The Lords, who beat
Wooster 1-- 0 last Wed. (Oct 28).
finished 15-- 2 overall and as co-champi- ons
of the NCAC with a 7-- 1
mark.
Individually senior captains
Mphatso Namwali and Galen
Avgerinos lead the way for the
Scots.
Namwali has 1 5 goals and eight
assists, while Avgerinos has five
goals and five assists.
In the other game, Wittenberg,
with a record of 13-5- -1 overall
and 5-- 3 in the NCAC, will take on
host OhioWesleyan at 8 pjn. The
Bishops posted a record of 16--3
overall and 7-- 1 in the conference
but lost to the Tigers 4-- 2 lastWed.
(Oct. 28).
The winners of Friday night's
games wiB-me- et for the regional
CoDoquium speaker addresses
apartheid...
. . . page 2
Woodrow Wilson fellow to
visit Wooster. . .
. . . page 4
Kenarden basement windows lack se-
curity screens; students voice concern
EMILY SILVERMAN
Chief Staff Writer
The issue of a lack of screens on
certain windows in Kenarden Lodge
was raised at a recent meeting of the
Student Relations Committee of the
Board of Trustees.
The absence of screens on win-
dows in the student rooms of the
Chemical Free Section, located in
the basement of the residence hall,
has resulted in feelings ofapprehen-
sion on the paitof some of the women
who live there (the men in the Chemi-
cal Free program live on the first
floor). Vulnerability isalso felt, given
that the windows are situated at
ground level.
"If someone came in the room,
and there was a screen, we'd hear the
racket. But without a screen, any-
one could get in," said sophomore
Melissa Shipley, who resides in the
basement
Keith James, Director of Campus
championship and the right to
move on in the tournament tomor-
row night at 730 p.m.
Wooster's women, who com-
piled a 13-6- -1 overall record and a
6--2 conference mark this fall, will
host the Great Lakes Regional to-
morrow and Sunday at Carl Dale
Memorial Field.
The Fighting Scots are compet- -
ing in their
first NCAA
Tournament
and will play,
tomorrow at 2
p.m. against
the winner of
the Mary Washington (11-5-- 4)
North Carolina Wesleyan (11-2-- 3)
game, which will be played
Wednesday (Nov. 4) at 1 :30 p.m.,
in Rocky Mountain, N.C.
Individually for Wooster, jun-
ior goalkeeper Lisa Hall leads the
way with a 0.6 goals-again- st aver-
age and 12 shutouts. She is joined
by sophomore Larisa Fricsons,
who tops the team in scoring with
14 goals and two assists.
In the other game, conference
rivals Denison and Ohio Wesleyan
will play at 11 ajn. tomorrow.
Denison finished with a 15-2- -1
overall record and a 7-0- -1 NCAC
mark, while Ohio Wesleyan ended
up with a 14-2- -3 overall slate and
a 6-1- -1 conference record.
The two winners will meet
Sunday at noon for the regional
title and the chance to move on in
the tournament.
Speak your mind: What win
Clinton do for you?. . .
. . . page 5
What to do with a major in
black studies
...page 6
Security, stated that he himself has
heard no complaints from students
since the academic year began, but
that he had "heard about other
problems with the building in the
initial stages, when students first
moved in."
James stated that no students have
approached him since the comple-
tion of Kenarden, and that security
would not normally become involved
in such an issue unless students spe-
cifically approached him.
Seniors Karyn Baumann and
Elaine Baran, also residents of the
basement, expressed additional anxi-
eties, including concerns about
Kenarden's transparent window
shades, and the missing locks on
some windows.
Said Baran, "It's obvious a po-
tential intruder can just open the
window; I worry, sure, but I'm re-
ally worried about people looking in
see Security on page 3
Ehrenreich addresses final forum of three-yea-r
race, class, gender and culture theme
NINALANY
Staff Writer
The r992Wooste77orum series
came to a heated clcsc Vc:ecday
night with a controversial lecture on
the third wave of feminism by au-
thor, journal istnd social critic Bar-
bara Ehrenreich.
Discussing politics before launch-
ing into the main message of her
speech, Ehrenreich remarked, "At
first I did not support Bill Clinton.
But when I learned he was a draft-dodg- er,
a pot-smok- er and anti-w- ar I
.
began to like him a lot more."
She also claimed "it is hard to be a
political humorist these days because
you justcannot outdo the politicians."
After some BushQuay le bashing,
Ehrenreich addressed the gender as-
pect of First-Ye- ar Forum. Her main
message was that the beginning third
wave of the feminist movement
needs to be supported by younger
generations.
The first wave of feminism came
in the 1920s, followed by a move-
ment in the 1960s and 1970s. Many
accuse supporters of this second
wave as suffering from "penis envy,"
or the desire to be male.
"Tell me," challenged Ehrenreich,
"have you ever wanted to be a pe-
nis?" She was speaking to the women
in the audience.
Ehrenreich outlined some areas
that this new wave of feminism can
work to improve. She pointed out
.
., nn M2..
Monster storms
Underground...
...page9
Standing on My Knees
reviewed...
...page 10
Final NCAC standings . . .
... page 12
Men's and Women's soccer
teams sdvance to nationals. . .
. ..men's page 12
... women's page 13
Physics professor at forefront
of chaos theory research
STEFAN A. BELSKI
Production Assistant
"A real scientific revolution'' is
how William Ditto, assistant
professor ofphysics. portrays chaos
theory. In his second year at the
College of Wooster, Ditto is a
graduate ofUCLA and holds aPhJ.
from Clem son University.
What would become chaos theory
had its beginnings with an MIT re-
searcher in 1962. The theory,
though, was essentially ignored for
15 years until mathematical scien-
tists furthered the theory and gave it
its present name.
Ditto calls the theory a "revolu-
tion'' because it presents a new way
ofthinking about the physical world.
It challenges the linear and reduc-
tionist view ofphysics that has domi-
nated for the pastone hundred years.
Studying nature's irregularity,
chaos theory holds that"even simple
systems give rise to complex behav-
ior.'' This complex behavior, often
previously dismissed as "noise," is
sustained irregular motion indepen-
dent of external influence.
The other fundamental principle
in chaos theory is that this seemingly
random activity really has an under-
lying ordered structure. Relatively
few basic building blocks are com-
bined and ordered to create a wide
variety of structures, much like the
letters of the alphabet create words,
sentences, paragraphs and books.
Layer upon layer of interwoven
regular patterns contain all the mo-
tions observed, but as the system
continually moves from one pattern
to another, an appearance of ran-
domness is generated. To control
chaos, one must simply lock the sys-se-e
Ditto on page 3
phow by PAUL BORDEN
Noted feminist author and critic Barbara Ehrenreich spoke at the
foal forum event in McGaw Chapel Wednesday night
J
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College undergoes yearly audit
ELISE M. BATES
Assistant News Editor
The College of Wooster was rcceniJy audited by Ernst and Younz.
The final report given said that the financial statements of the
College, as of June 30, are fair and conform to generally-accepte- d
accounting principles.
An audit is performed annually. The purpose is to obtain reasonable
assurance as to whether or not the financial statements of the College
are free of material misstatement. The financial statements are the
responsibility of the College's management. The responsibility of the
auditors is to express an opinion on the financial statements based on
the audit
The audit includes examining (on a test basis) evidence supporting
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements of the College.
It also includes assessing the accounting principles used. The signifi-
cant estimates made by the management as well as the overall financial
statement presentation is considered . An annual audit report is Deeded
to apply for most grants, funds and monies.
The time involved is approximately 850 people hours to complete a
regular audit and also a more detailed report of the federal financial aid
programs.
John Hummer, the accounting supervisor in the Treasurer's Office,
works very closely with the auditors. "We have a very positive
relationship with the auditors,' commented Plummer.This is routine
and it happens each year.
Association evaluates Wooster
AMANDA JUNKIN
Staff Writer
This year, the College is undergoing
Association of Colleges and Schools to determine its continuing
accreditation by this organization. Wooster is evaluated every ten
years by this association, which is responsible for monitoring the
quality of education at colleges, universities and high schools.
" Various institutions participate in the evaluation on a voluntary
basis by doing a detailed "self-stud-y" of their programs and depart-
ments. The results of this study are then referred to a three-- to five-memb- er
regional team that visits the schools for a two and one-ha- lf day
period. While taking the findings of the study into consideration, the
team also examines the strengths and weaknesses of the institutions
and talks with students, faculty and administrators. Their recommen-
dations are then sent to the organization's main headquarters in
Chicago for a final review.
A femr-memb- er team was available to talk with students last
Tuesday in Lowry. The final results of this evaluation will not be
determined until next semester.
Indian Relates Polar Expeditions
DEBBIE KING
Staff Writer
Preety Sengupta, a traveling writer and poet, presented a slide show
presentation of her travels to Antarctica and the North Pole on Tuesday.
She is the first Indian woman to travel to the North Pole.
In discussing her voyage to Antarctica in 1 989, Sengup ta related how
she and 80 other passengers representing 1 1 countries saw Antarctic
wildlife and huge icebergs under 23 hour daylight. "Every minute we
wanted to take a picture it was just so beautiful,'' she remarked.
Serigupta's trip, however, was interrupted on day 1 1 as her ship hit
submerged rocks while leaving a harbor. No one was hurt, although
Sengupta lost two ofhercameras and hundreds of pictures to the ocean.
Sengupta also described her trip to the North Pole, where she
experienced temperatures as low as 23 to 30 degrees below zero. She
was one of five travelers and the only woman on the trip.
.
In addition to these expeditions. Sengupta has visited all seven
continents and over eighty countries.
Sherman delivers reading in Gault
ZACHVFTT.JFUX
S off Writer
evaluation by the North Central
Charlotte Watson Sherman, an African-Americ- an writer, read some
of her work Tuesday night in Lean Lecture HalL The Seattle resident
and mother of two was the recent winner of a GLCA writing contest.
Ms. Sherman read two pieces for an audience of about 25 people. The
first piece, "Floating,'' focused on the issues of adoption and abortion,
through the ryes ofa younz adopted child. Her second piece entitled
The Pink Dolphin" was inspired by a PBS special on an Amazon Tribe
and its special "relationship' with pink dolphins.
Grundy discusses changes in South Africa
says the country still hasfar to go toward democratic rule
NICOLE COWARD
Staff Writer
Dr. Kenneth Grundy, political sci
ence professor at Case Western Re-
serve University, spoke at the Col-
lege Wednesday about the various
changes in South Africa since the
end of apartheid and what changes
still need to be made. The Interna-
tional Relations Colloquium hosted
the event
Grundy related how he spent two
months, this past June and July, in
South Africa. He divided his time
there evenly between Johannesburg
and Port Elizabeth, although in his
speech Grundy focused mainly on
Johannesburg and its outer town-
ships.
The major change that he observed
in Johannesburg was the racial
makeup. In the past, the city has
been a completely white city, as
blacks lived in the outer townships
and usually stayed out of
Johannesburg.
Now that more blacks work in the
city, however, they want to live near
their work places; they live, there-
fore, in Johannesburg. Blacks have
alsomoved toJohannesburg because
they feel safer in the city. The outer
townships, in contrast, are so viole-
nce-filled that people are afraid to
be out after dark.
Another change since the end of
apartheid involves racial tensions,
which are now much more pro-
nounced.
Under these conditions, blacks are
cautious as they attempt to test their
limits or lack thereof.
Murders and assaults in
Johannesburg happen much too fre--
Ehrenreich from page 1
'We have to learn that women
that the Senate chambers do nothave
female bathrooms, and that the
United States lags behind all Euro-
pean nations except Greece in fe-
male representation in government.
One other statistic she included is
thateven if all of the women running
for Senate had won, less that ten
percent of the Senate would be fe-
male.
She emphasized that women need
representation in proportion to their
numbers. "Two hundred years after
the Boston Tea Party women are still
taxed without representation,' she
claimed.
Up to this point in her speech,
Ehrenreich had managed not to of-
fend too many people in the audi-
ence. Then she began to speak of
abortion.
She attacked the Republican po-
litical platform of "fetus first." Giv-
ing statistics showing that eighty
percent of fertilized egg cells are
washed away during a woman's
menstrual cycle. Ehrenreich sug-
gested that every time one of these
died was like an abortion.
Ehrenreich proposed that women
save th :ir tampons and mail them to
the Supreme Court so that they would
not be breaking the law once a month.
. :
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Dboto by PAUL BORDEN
Dr. Kenneth Grundy speaks on changes resulting from the end of
apartheid at Wednesday's International Relations Colloquium event
quently, yet the victims are often
afraid to report them to the police
because they fear the police may be
behind the acts of violence. The
police, Grundy noted, are still not as
scrupulous as they should be and
they often work for the government.
Whites, on the other hand, arejust now having their eyes opened to
the way of life for blacks. "South
African whites have tried to deny
that South Africa is, indeed, part of
Africa,' Grundy stated. Whites are
now seeing that blacks are far more
This stance angered members of
the audience, as was evident in the
question and answer session. One
first-ye- ar asked Ehrenreich, "How
can you live with yourself?" after
Ehrenreich revealed she has had two
abortions.
The same student argued that the
zygote is alive, and therefore abor-
tion is equal to murder. Ehrenreich
responded by saying, "I never said
the zygote isn't alive, I just said it
shouln't be a citizen."
Ehrenreich called attention to the
charge that feminists are destroying
family values. She cites the fact that
violence against women has
increased since 1970. Four women
per day are killed by a husband or
boyfriend and violence in the home
is the leading cause of serious injury
to women.
She questioned the validity of
keeping family values when the most
dangerous place a woman can be is
in the home. Ehrenreich also said
that feminists to not want to end the
family but want to make men a part
of iL
The issue of self-estee- m was
brought home to women in college.
.
as Ehrenreich pointed out that women
constantly overestimate their body
prevalent in society than they had
imagined, and they are also discov-
ering just how difficult life really is
in the predominantly black town-
ships.
Grundy emphasized in his speech
that gradual change would most ben-
efit South Africa. Eventually South
Africans hope to have a majority-rul- e,
democratic government a
government run by the people.
They have made major strides to-
ward this, but there is still much
work to be done.
are not woman'
fat by twenty-fiv- e percent. Such
misperceptions cause them to diet in
an effort to have the perfect "Barbie
doll" figure.
Statistics, in addition, reveal that
anywhere from twenty to eighty per-
cent ofwomen on college campuses
suffer from bulemia or anorexia.
"We have to learn that women are
not 'woman'. ..we must accept all
bodies as beautiful in their diver-
sity." Ehrenreich said.
Once again, near the end of her
speech. Ehrenreich found time to
deride the political right. "There are
eerie parallels between the right and
fascism." she said, and went on to
say that the Nazis first targeted abor-
tion clinics in Germany, and then
homosexuals.
She declared this after talking
about a Republican bill defeated in
Oregon that would have made it le-
gal to discriminate against homo-
sexuals.
Ehrenreich ended her speech by
making two appeals to the audience:
first to challenge and push Clinton to
make him a good leader of the
country and second for both men
and women to build a new wave of
feminism in an attempt to make
relations equal between the sexes.
November 6, 1992
continuedfrom front page
Professor Ditto furthers
chaos, the system must simply be
locked into one pattern. Such con-
trol of chaotic activities has enabled
researchers to increase the power of
lasers fifteen times.
This web of patterns allows rela-
tively simply-structur- ed systems to
create and sustain complicated ac-
tivity.
Scientists have theorized that some
systems, such as the human sensory
organs, essentially use the reverse of
this process. The olfactory organs,
for instance, place the billions of
molecules taken in by smell in a
relatively simple pattern. This pat-
tern is men sent to the brain, which in
turn uses chaos principles to orga-
nize itself.
Possibly 99 of neural process-
ing is thus accomplished by chaos.
While some systems regularly use
chaos, for some other systems chaos
is abnormal. The heart, one such
example, is the one toward which
Ditto and his colleagues have di-
rected their efforts.
The research team, including Mark
Spano of the Naval Surface research
center in Silver Spring, Maryland,
where Ditto had worked previously,
was joined by two UCLA research-
ers, Alan Garfinckel of the Depart-
ment of Physiological Science and
James Weiss, a cardiologist with the
Department of Medicine.
The research team worked from
the observation that while regularly
holding a particular pattern, a heart
that suffers from arrythmia appears
chaotic. This may be the cause of
600,000 heart attacks per year that
occur without warning.
Ditto and his colleagues thus re-
searched how to control the ven-
tricular fibrilation by working with,
rather that eliminating, the chaotic
activity. Since a system-wid- e pa-
rameter cannot be used on an ar-
rhythmic heart, as it could on a laser,
Ditto and his colleagues had to de-
velop a new method Called propor-
tional perturbation feedback, this
method allowed them to intervene at
calculated intervals to set the heart
back toward a regular rhythm.
Ditto sees mis leading soon to an
implantable defribulator. He has
recently met with pacemaker manu-
facturers and believes, while much
engineering needs to be done, an
experimental "smart pacemaker'
could be ready for humans in as Utile
as two to three years.
Chaos theory may have many
applications outside of the natural
sciences. Arms control experts are
using chaos theory to understand the
progression of arms buildups, which
are believed to follow definite pat
voting and his assessment that Perot
was "a definite factor" in many states,
he focussed on the "deracialization"
ofthis recent presidential campaign
and election process.
Hamilton's idea of deracialization
is the down-playi- ng of racial issues in
order to achieve positive racial gains.
This strategy operates on the prin-
ciple of seeking universal concessions
that are more likely to appeal to a
wider constituency, as opposed to ra-
cially targeted programs which tend
to divide the population.
The second part of the strategy in-
cludes the oontinuance of civil rights
issues in a less prominent manner.
Hamilton is "not surprised" by the use
of this political strategy and says it is
No--
NEWS Page 3
research in chaos theory
terns that may be quantified and even
predicted by the chaos theory.
The seemingly disorder of stock,
bond and commodity markets, espe-
cially on the trading floors, may also
very well contain the order that is
endemic in chaos theory. Individu-
als that seem to have an uncanny
ability to predict winning stocks may
have some intuitive sense of chaos
theory. Citicorp has enough confi-
dence in chaos theory to launch a
major study of its implications for
understanding markets.
Ditto came to Wooster instead
of a major research university be-
cause he believes liberal arts col-
leges, "particularly Wooster, com-
bine research facilities with teach-
ing, adding "it is ridiculous to di-
vorce the two. Students here, even
"freshmen and sophomores, get
hands on Jab experience that stu-
dents at universities usually do not
get until graduate school.
Ditto notes he "never had that
hands on experience at UCLA." He
adds that he learns from his students,
even the liberal arts students who
take the "physics for poets classes.
He has co-publis- hed with students
"original research.. .cutting edge re-
search, including an upcoming jour-
nal article with senior Joseph Neff
on information processing.
not new but "has always been a pos-
sible strategy" for black organiza-
tions to achieve their goals by politi-
cal means. Using this strategy, ac-
cording to Hamilton, is a potentially
effective one mat is fairly well-establish- ed
in electoral campaigns.
Hamilton introduced this topic by
asserting mat this election, "...was the
first since 1944 where the specific
issue of race was not mentioned as a
policy issue." He continued by say-
ing that this was not accidental be-
cause neither party found it advanta-
geous to include racial policy in its
platform for different reasons.
He claimed the Democrats were
scrambling to reclaim the "Reagan
Democrat" vote and did not want to
Computer Center News
Hamilton evaluates post-electi- on prospects for
KITAMU BARNFIELD
Staff Writer
Dr. Charles V. Hamilton, Wooster's
Black Lcader-in-Residenc- e, spoke last
night on "Post-President- ial Prospects
of Race Relations." Hamilton is a
professor at Columbia University and
author of such works as Black Power,
The Black Experience in American
Politics, and most recently Adam
Clayton Powell, Jrn The Political Bi-
ography ofan American Dilemma.
Hamilton's speech engrossed his
audience, as he elaborated on his pro-
fessional views concerning the impli-
cations of the recent election on the
lives of blacks in the United States.
Though he touched on a few points
concerning the population turnout for
International Programs bulletin
TPDRFIFASF.
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IPO Thought for the Week: vKOGx
--Thepeople, the city, the atmosphere... J- -- J?
there's realty nothing like Edmb-gh.- .. both 5fV--
the University and the city are amazing." xff 6.
--Images of Edinburgh and Its UmversirytThe gf f V.
study Abroad Experience hi tJ?Kj
Welcome back, everyone (al bit late)! Now 5 1 f9 JJEthat all of the election craziness is "over, of m ?jfvon!! have more time to concentrate on $v?r
The first Program of the Week in
VODDCr Will De CD moouaji nuf cuw
Representatives from the University of Edinburgh wfll be at the LP.O.
, table
from 1 1 am. to 1 pjn. in Lowry Center.
Later that afternoon there will be a video presentation and chance to meet
with the representatives at 4 p.m. in Lowry 119. ... ,
As always we encourage anyone interested to stop by and pick up iniorma-tio- n
on the program.
A floppy disk is not a soft Frisbee
ArSPFTFASF
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Ditto received national exposure
for his research in chaos theory.
Ditto teaches the wide spectrum
of physics lecture and lab courses
offered at the College.
race relations
scare them away with too bold a state
ment on the presently voiarne issue or
race in America. Hamilton said the
Republicans "found no advantage in
wooing blacKS tor oovious reasons,
making reference to their lack of de-
sire to attract a "Willie Horton" type
of vote.
Hamilton considered this
subvergence of racial issues as a mi-
nor concession paid by blacks in order
for longer range, further-reachin- g leg-
islation to be enacted When asked of
the possibility of mis "deracialization"
continuing into die term of an official,
he responded that it was up to the
people that put the officials m office
to keep the pressure on them for the
racial advances desired.
flonov disks in the different commit
era on campus. The first tiring to know is the difference between a floppy
and a hard disk. A floppy is an example of removable storage, i.e. it can be
used in different computers at different locations. Despite the hard plastic
case, the 3-- 5" disk most people use is considered a "floppy" because on the
inside is a soft, flexible disc. A hard disk, die kind found most often inside
the computer, is a hard, rigid platter. While some hard drives are portable,
the actual hard disk never leaves its "drive.
Among floppy disks, you find two basic kinds for the Mac: double and
high density. Double density disks hold almost 800k of information, or
approximately 267 copies of this article. High density disks hold almost
1400k, or approximately 467 copies. However, high density disks need a
high density drive. Most Macs made within the last two years have a high
density drive (also called a FDHD or SuperDrive). Some people on campus
use these HD disks in regular drives and just format them as if they were
double density. This is a very dangerous thing to do. The disk can become
unstable and the chances of losing files run very high. -
Security from frontpage
Women express
concern for safety
and getting the notion that they can
enter the room...we have nice things
in the room, and passersby can just
help themselves...!' ve also got people
plucking weeds a foot from my win-
dow."
Baumann alleged that Director
of Residential Life Dwayne Davis,
upon hearing the complaints of some
Kenarden residents regarding their
inability to safely open their win-
dows, told the students that they
"should just be happy that they live
in Kenarden, because the furniture
and everything is so nice"
(Baumann's words).
Davis denied die allegations, stat-
ing that he "absolutely did not"
make such a statement, and that he
instead told the residents, "If there
are other aspects of living in
Kenarden that are bad for you per-
sonally, we can arrange to move
you."
Baumann and Baran, both mem-
bers of the Women's Resource Cen-
ter, expressed concern about the
safety implications of the women
residing in basement rooms with no
screens, with Baran posing the ques-
tion, "What's being done? Why are
there women living in the basement
of Kenarden?
Said Baumann, "What's disturb-
ing is that we have no say in it. it's
a question of what the college really
cares about"
Clint Hofstetter, Director of the
Physical Plant, could not be reached
for comment on me subject of screens
or replacement window shades.
SGA update
Sri A RFTF.ASE
After overcoming several
unforseen obstacles including cold
and rain, the Student Organization
Volunteer Day, organized by the
SGA, turned out to be a success.
Students from several student or-
ganizations including SGA, Outdoor
dub, SAB, and Wooster Volunteer
Network spent this past Sunday af-
ternoon improving the condition of
Wooster Memorial Park (A.K.A.
Spangler Park).
The project will be expanded to
include all members of the campus
and Wooster communities in the
spring in order to improve several .
different areas of theaty of Wooster
while developing both intra-camp- us
and campustown relations.
The Student Government Asso-
ciation also addressed the future First
Year Seminar theme in its Senate
meeting this past Tuesday. Some of
the issues discussed included the
purpose of the First Year Seminar
and its theme and the current pro-
posals for next year. The SGA Pres-
ident, Michael McTiernan. will
present a report to the First Year
Seminar Committee on which he is
also a member.
The SGA will hold open debates
on more campus issues throughout
the year.'
November 6
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Former Iowa Senator Dick
Clark visits Wooster
Photo provided by NEWS SERVICES
Former US. Senator Dick Clark will speak Toesdij on The New
World Disorder" at 11 a.m. in Gaolt Recital HalL
NEWS SERVICES
Dick dart, former U.S. senator
fram Iowa currady a senior feflow at
the Aarxn bsatule, wiS be a Woodrow
Wilson Visiting Fellow at The Col-
lege of Wooster during me week of
November 8.
dark will deliver a free public lec-
ture, "The New World Disorder.--at
11a.m. on Tuesday. Nov. 10. in the
Scheide Music Center's Gault Re-
cital Hall.
dark directs me Aspen Institute's
Indochina Policy Forum, which in-
cludes officials of me Bush adminis-
tration, members of Congress, South
Asia analysts and interest group rep-
resentatives. In addition, he studies
VS. foreign policy issues and facili-
tates communication between inter-
national academic specialists and gov-
ernment policy makers.
When he was senator. Time maga-
zine named Clark one of its 200 Lead
Specializing in
Designer Labels
and Jewelrj
wUh selections UNDER
$10.00
Bura Republic
Tlntnttm
I--
J. Crew r"""rLLBan T 4.JLUWlilUWil
Thrift
Boutique
250 West North St.
Wooster 262-973- 5
CJuat acrocx from the WooMer Food Co-o- p)
ers of the Future. He was selected as
one of the stars of the 94ih Congress.
The Woodrow Wilson Visiting
Fellows piogiam brings leaders in
their fields to the campuses of small
liberal arts colleges for a week of
classes, informal discussions with stu-
dents and faculty and career counsel-
ling. By sharing their experiences,
the Fellows help students to under-
stand the relationship between aca-
demic knowledge and its practical
application.
The Woodrow Wilson National
Foundation has developed and con-
ducted programs in higher education
since 1945 Nearly 200 colleges have
participated in the Visiting Fellows
program since 1973. During the past
few years, Wooster has had several
Wilson Fellows on campus, includ-
ing two this past spring semester.
"Bronsteins kinder"
marks Kristallnacht
NEWS SERVICES
A video of the new German fifing
"Bronsteins Kinder, will be shown
at 730 p.m. on Monday, Nov. 9, at
The College of Wooster to com-
memorate the 54th anniversary of
Kristallnacht. The English subtitled
screening, which is free and open to
the public, will be in Luce Hall
Multipurpose Room.
Kristallnacht, meaning the night
of broken glass, occurred on Nov. 9,
1938, in Nazi Germany. During that
night, violent mobs destroyed hun-
dreds of Jewish businesses and syna-
gogues across Germany.
"Brcmstems Kinder" is a 1991 film
adaptation of the novel by the well-kno- wn
German author Jurek Becker.
Starring Annul Muller-Sta- hl and
Angela Winkler, the film depicts
what happens when a Nazi concen-
tration camp survivor encounters a
former camp guard in the German
Democratic Republic of the 1970s.
"Bronsteins Kinder" also examines
the ethics of revenge and. using a
father-so- n conflict, the politics of
JewishGerman identity.
Sponsored by Wooster's Depart-
ment of German and the German
House in cooperation with the Jew-
ish Students Association, this will
be an exclusive, one-tim- e screening
by special arrangement with
FilmVerlag der Antoren.
"Bronsteins Kinder" premiered at
the 1992 Berlin International Film
Festival and has not been in general
release in the United States.
ATTENTION. . .
Do you have story
ideas? Any news
tips? Callusatx-259- 8
(216-263-259- 8)
or
drop us a note in
campus box 3 187
The Wooster Voice
WHERE YOU WORK
WHEN YOU GET OUT OF COLLEGE
DEPENDS ON WHAT YOU DO
NOW.
Recent Viboeter participants include:
Ttxlcll Booda, Pro&Tin AsMMtant. Freedom Theatre
DaaCnIbcTaco. Pregnant Xaaiifiinf. Kiae. Franks, and SOwm. HMoric
pi I I MUM
Stuart OokWbnry. AsUum Mcmapar. Orcattr Pbladrfphia Chamber
of Oiimmcc
Udaya Thomas. Child Atnmlt, Defender Aoctanra
In addiuoa w working at tacv fob pi account!, yom rliimaiw afco partaapMc is
academic mint tad elective ooane, Tbey gaia jartepcartent Imag skills, txpencac
ihc irruty at aibaa Irvmf. aod orvtloo proeuioajll)r. all wfcik onm cirdil ior
The Philadelphia Center
I I
GRADUATE WITH EXPERIENCE.
For more information, tee Charlotte Wahl in the Urbin Studies Department.
1ZZ7-2- 9 WataM Sam. Pkilaodpha. TA 19107; Ml (215) 574-949- 0; in 2U) 574-056- 3
Campus Council solicits comments
about Greek system at Wooster
JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
Campus CounoTs ad-ho- c com-
mittee to review the section and
club system invites all interested
students, faculty and administra- - --
tors to forward any comments and
concerns about the Greek system
to Campus Council at Box C-14- 51.
The ad-h-oc committee, at its
meeting Wednesday, decided to
focus its examination currently
on the Greek Life Committee and
the initiation process. '
To aid in gathering informa-
tion about these topics, the com-
mittee is inviting separately to its
upcoming meetings the Greek
Life Committee,.members of the
faculty and members of Inter-Sec-ti- oo
Council and Inter-du- b Coun-
cil. : ....
All are welcome to attend the
ad-h- oc committee's meetings,
which are held after Campus
Council's 4 p.m. meetings each "
Wednesday. : .
November 6
begins
Freak Week Givaways
on 90.9 WCWS
Throughout the week WCWS will be
giving away lots of music and
prizes.
join WCWS D.j.'s C-Y- a,
K.C. St. John, and
Steve Jones when
Freak Week ends on
Friday the 13 at the
Underground where there
will be lots of free music,
popcorn, pop and the
grand prizes.
listen to 90.9 WCWS your
sound alternative to win.
3!
I 503 E. LIBERTY ST. PHONE: 264-45- 54
I FREE DELIVERY 'til 2 a.m. Fri. & Sat! I
2 Small Pizza wtth 2 cans of pop ONLY $6391
3 mtxm . . . additional man $1JO
2 Medium Pizzas with 2-li-ter pop ONLY $9.99!
3 man . . . additional kaa 1 126 (covin both pizzaj)
2 Large Pizzas with 2-U- ter pop ONLY $1259!
3 man . . . additional man S 1.40 (coven both pizzas)
DINING ROOM: Suiu-Thur- a. 4 pun. to 1 --m Fri. & Sat, 'til 4 jb.
. HAIR IN YOUR EYES???
Come get it cut at
Dick Skill's Hair Clinic
appointments or walk ins welcome
Men's and women's hair
389 W. Liberty (next to AAA) 264-333- 1
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Speak your mind
Given that the new President-ele- ct , Bill Clinton, will be in office in January, what
changes doyou expect orhope willbe made, andhow willyou be affectedpersonally?
VICTOR FUBLER
sophomore
j
,4
I.
V J)
JOHANNA FOUSE
junior
Mondays in
November:
Buy one get one
free!!
Mondays 5:00 to
10:00 p.m.
Good through
November only.
4 i
I
r
,
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ERIK GREENWALD
first-ye- ar
6
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4LL AVAILABLE AT:
NO W WITH 2 GREA T LOCA TIONS
Akron
1717Brittain Rd.
(across from Handy Andy
near Chapel Hill Mall)
f .
CYNTHIA MORRISON
'
' I '
I least that when I come out For my generation, I hope (the newatI don't exoea many changes, as a I hope Clinton ioes something hopebSArSSrLaremany atoTige money for students of coUege, the economc system wiU nisIrSDmmajorities making demands.but I . who canl afford it. be better, so TU have a job! f"5li?S5? f"??
hope there are changes.
I.. ' 11 mrr . rr . i ii
633-220- 1
.
jobs.
Canton
2719 Fulton Dr. N.W.
(across from AAA)
452-632- 3
was pretty well oJl J(UhJ?u$hf.b&
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It's not going to change my life; I
Campus Seciitijty:
reminds all stii-- v
dents
.......
that the
.
-
''t
security office will
provide campus
escorts. If you
need an escort
contact security
at campus exten-
sion 2590,
STUDY ABROAD
IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester,
year, graduate, summer,
and internship programs in
Australia. We represent 28
Australian Universities.
Call us toll-fre- e
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Band and cheerleaders support football team i What do you do with a major in
1 1
Black Studies
ISA country profile:
ISA RELEASE
Gographj- - Malaysia is a coun-tr- y
in Southeast Asia which consists
of two regions separated by the South
China Sea. The two regions are the
Peninsular Malaysia located on the
Malay Peninsula and the Sarawak
and Sabah located on the northern
part of the island. The climate is
very tropical as the island is largely
covered with rain forests. The popu-
lation of Malaysia is about sixteen-and-a-ha- lf
million with the capital,
Kuala Lumpur, having a population
of just under one million. Two-thir- ds
of the population live in rural
areas.
Economy- - The economic system
of Malaysia is one of the strongest of
The women of Dene - Women's Interracial Program, present:
Mrs. Cynthia Zachary Smith, Director of Women Student
Services at Ohio State University, speaking on the topic of:
Feminism: the Bigger Picture
The lecture will be heldThursday, Nov. 12 in
Lace Formal Lounge at 7:30.
A reception will follow.
All are encouraged to attend.
Saturday, Nov. 14, Dene win hold a workshop at 1:00 in Lowry
119, in which international women from the campus will be
discussing the feminists movement
$$$$, FREE TRAVEL
AND RESUME EXPE-
RIENCE!!
Individuals and student
organizations wanted to
promote SPRING
BREAK,
call the nation's leader.
Inter-camp- us Programs
1-800-32-
7-6013
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o
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southeast Asia. Malaysia is the
world s leading producer of rubber,
tin and palm oU. The major agricul-
tural product of Malaysia is rice
which is produced mainly on small
farms along with coconuts and co-
coa. The chief manufactured prod-
ucts are air conditioners and cement
The chief export after rubber and tin
is petroleum.
History- - Malaysia was colonized
by the Portugese, Dutch, Japanese
and British before gaining its inde-
pendence and joining Sarawak,
Sabah and Singapore (who later se-
ceded) in 1963 to form Malaysia.
Tengku Abdul Rahman served as
the first prime minister.
Government- - Malaysia has a con
THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS (R) -
7 & 9:20
THE MIGHTY DUCKS
HA1RSMITHS
567 N. Market Street, Suite 12
(216) 264-917- 7
' r
photo by BRITTANY BULLARD
Malaysia
stitutional monarchy form of
government. This includes a prime
minister, a Parliament, a Cabinet and
a (primarily ceremonial) king. The
thirteen states of Malaysia have re-
gional governments as welL
Social System- - Approximately
one-ha- lf of the people of Malaysia
are Malays while thirty-fiv- e percent
are Chinese and ten percent Asian
Indians. The most common lan-
guage spoken in Malaysia is Bahasa
Malaysia (a form of Malay). Islam
is the official religion of Malaysia
although freedom of religion is al-
lowed. While most Malays are
Muslim, most of the Chinese either
practice Buddhism, Confucianism
or Taoism.
The Speakers and Topics
committee of SA.B. is
seeking suggestions and
co-sponsor- ship for issue-orient- ed
debates for next
semester. Interested
students or organizations
should contact S.A.B.
(PG) - Emilio Estevez - M
7:10& 9:10
2nd Time Around
551 East North St
(East of Beall)
All types of clothing
gifts, silk floral
arrangemens, jewelry
Open 10:00 a,m.
ALF THOMPSON
Assistant Features Editor
Rein 2 a lawyer sounds nice.
a teacher, social worker or psychologist? All are distinctly within the
realm of possibility with a major in black studies from the College of
Wooster.
Professor of black studies and political science, Akwasi Osei,
believes "At a liberal arts college, like Wooster in particular, all
degrees obtained are designed to provide a broad base for any field. "
Most black studies majors tend to lean toward law school shortly
after graduation, as Lasonya Crawl '93 plans on doing. Many others
like concentrate in other areas, like recent graduate Chip Allen, who
is currently studying public policy, and '92 graduate L. Teddie Bonds
who focused on the theater.
It should not be believed that black studies b a confining major that
focuses mainly on the one area, blacks. The black studies research
methodology is stressed to "cut across all disciplines", says department
head. Dr. Josephine Wright. She also believes that black studies is "for
everyone" because it provides a different perspective in researching
history.
Peter Eyes tone 93 says thatblack studies helped him "think more
critically" and to use more perspective thinking . . . different from 12
previous years of schooling." At a liberal arts college, gaining insight
through learning different perspectives is the name of the game.
The black studies faculty is composed of Terry Kershaw, Osei,
newcomers Sam Murrell and Mary Young, current Dean of Faculty
Yvonne Williams and Wright.
The black studies department comprises yearly updated black
studies manuals and research guides with the help of black studies
students. These guides are instrumental in helping students get the
most out of their major.
The Black Studies major offers a wide variety of courses available,
many which have crosslistings, which again show some of the varia-
tion and versatility. Courses in the arts include African Art and History
of African-America- n Music
Crosslisted courses include: Francophone Literature of Africa end
the Caribbean, which cuts across cultural areastudies and comparative
literature; Literature and Culture of the Spanish Caribbean cuts across
the same two departments. Eleven different professors are offering
courses for the 1992-1993aAcade- mic year, in departments ranging
from religion, economics and sociology to the Wooster Jazz Ensemble
conductor.
Black studies truly is a major for everyone.
Change
Help us fight hunger and poverty. Join people on your
campus and give up a meal or more, and donate the money
you would have spent on food to Ox Cam America's life-savi- ng
projects. It's called the Fast for a World Harvest
and, since 1973, millions of college students have lasted for
a day so that others could eat for a lifetime.
Fast Nov. 19
33I
Sponsored by
Newman Catholic Org.
Interfailh Council
A0xfamAmerica i
How about going into politics or being
She World.
Change the World.
X8f
WORLDHARVEST
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The simplicities ofbigotry
Not really that long ago, I was
speaking to some people, mostly first-year- s,
about first-ye- ar seminar. A
concerned individual within our
midst noted mat, although the forum
was supposed to let students voice
their views, to say whatever they
like, regardless of where they stand,
some of them are not allowed to do
so. On this particular campus, and
especially witJiin the confines of first-ye- ar
seminar, ,it seems that the opin-
ions of far right conservatives are
not wanted nor needed. Apparently,
while we stress that the points of the
seminar are toprovokecritical think
abject despd'ttr
'
fffiv. --.Vis
ing and writing and, I mightadd, critical speaking, there are alsocertain rules
regarding what can be said and what cannot, wnat is ngnt and wnat is wrong.
This leads us to the tiresome and nm-to-the-gro- und question of political
correctness. And I will commence to run it even further into the ground,
drilling it in so deep that none ofyou can get to it and put your crummypaws
onto it and dig it out again. May it then fie there in the mud and grime and
rot for eternity.
Political Correctness existon this campus. Adrnit it, whether you like
it or not. Definitely those romantic and idealistic liberals we've been bearing
so often about these days would not think that there were speech codes on
campus, because they're not affected by it. They happen to be saying the
right things. Nice things the rest ofus want to hear. Taking long walks in the
rain singing catchy and clever little songs to th-snselv- es as they crunch along
wood-chi- p paths.
It's still all rightwhen conservatives attempt to stick BushQuay le posters
all over the place, even if they are sometimes defaced, a little, just for the fun
of it maybe. And we also reluctantly let live someone who is so mistaken as
to say that they are pro-lif-e. That's okay, nobody's dragging the guillotine
out Now if the bloody thing wasn't so heavy... But what if a neo-na-zi or a
sexist hog wanted to open their mouths and actually speak for a change. Now
wouldn't I like to be in their shoes as they are slaughtered and strung. Free
speech? I really don't think so.
So what are we to do about this hypocrisy. I mean, I do suppose it's a
problem. Think about it, none of us really want to be hypocritic, right? It's
such an ugly word and alL
Well, actually, I think I do have the solution for those sexists and racists
and homophobes and neo-naz- is and righteous saints and angels who feel
oppressed by a system which pronounces them guilty until proven other-
wise. I think I can help those scared sh less of voicing anything on their
minds, for fear of nasty sickle wielding liberals dripping all over their necks.
If you're too scared to speak, then YOU CAN BLOODY WELL SHUT
UP and keep your ORAL TRASH within the bowels of whom they belong
to and were regurgitated by.
You think that the general campus population does not appreciate your
hard thought up views and worldy statements? Well, damn right it doesn't.
Nobody deep down really likes it when the friendly neighbourhood dog
relieves itself in their gardens. Nobody likes sh in their backyards. And,
curiously, I wonder what they do with stray dogs roaming around where
they're no longer wanted- .- IfI'm not mistaken something happens to them,
see Bigotry on pageS
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Spanniky Vofe
and it turns out
thathe tikes it
"How 'bout a fine barley, guy? Let
us celebrate democracy.''
Why. thank you very much
Spanky. It was election night and
Spanky seemed tobe in good spirits.
"And this ain't no Budweiser,
dude. This is a 5 alcohol, 100,
pure Canadian malt beverage, fresn
from Toronto. God, what a weekend
J
.
.
71
,1
Vie los.?
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that was! I've been saving this kind
nectar for the election."
Spanky had to have been in Canada, I thought. He was still wearing the
same clothes as two Wednesdays ago, and he had a slight slur to his speech.
That's what the Upper Canada Brewery tourwill do to ya U.C is a vicious,
fine tasting brew and so first-rat- e, even the hangover feels good.
He was coming over to my off-camp- us housing option to share the nectar,
and look for a meal in return. The menu included broiled steak wrapped
around spinach, bacon, and Parmesan cheese with oven-frie- d potatoes in
sage and garlic. The salad was simple: romaine lettuce, red onion, hydro-pon- ic
tomatoes, and a light oil and vinagar dressing. The Rebellion ale
would go very nice with the dinner, I thought.
"I was thinking about changing my citizenship," Spanky said. "Geez,
those guys up there know how to rage. But my faith in the American way has
been renewed. Now if we could only improve our brewing techniques, we
would be the unquestionable superpower."
As the night went on, Clinton was doing rather well, and our thoughts
turned to the future. Our initial concern was that we were out ofbeer, but the
Jim Beam quickly reared its ugly head.
If the economy was better, l would nave oougnt a nice single man scoicn.
but it's America's night, eh?"
I know, right-
-
"What to do now. Clinton wins, the ugliness of the past year is over, and
now we have to figure out where we go from here."
It s a troubling thought.
"Yeah. I know. I think it helped a lot, though, when Bush, Quayle, and
Perot were so gracious. They really went above and beyond. I just hope that
their supporters really listened to them. We really need to get behind Clinton,
no matter what you think of him. He's the man now."
I know, we can just hope that everybody puts tneir personal ainerences
aside.
"And it's a lesson we really need to learn, even here. It's like the opposites
need to help each other out Let's stop nitpicking and look at the big picture.
People who have jobs waiting for them when they get out of school should
be concerned about those that don't Hell, if I don't get a job. they 11 be
paying my unemployment benefits."
Those deductions out ot tne payenecK couia oc lare.
"And we have to start here. If you check out the Voice, everyone's going
offon each other. The last thing you want to do right now is kick someone
when they're down. Instead ofexpending yourenergy gloating, you should
see Spanky on pageS
If we can't trust
It was the farthest thing from criti-
cal thinking and speaking thatl think
could have taken place on this cam-
pus. But it wasn't the students at the
First Year Forum. It wasn't students
atalL
I had the pleasure ofattending the
faculty meeting held Monday night
in Lean Lecture HalL I was there to
find out whether or not any new
insights into the recent ETC deci-
sions would be shared with the fac-
ulty or students. Well, since the EPC
situation has been going on for sev-
eral weeks, it is not surprising that
nothing new was said.
But what was surprising to me
was that a definite hierarchy exists
among the faculty that goes far be-
yond the power of the faculty rela-
tive to that of the administration.
What I saw at that meeting Monday
was the faculty assembly at odds
with its own members.
Call me naive. While in elemen- -
Spankjfrom page 7
It's time to work together
not to beat on each other
be using that same energy trying to find common ground. You go to class,
everyone's trying to one up the other. HelL I've done it myself. But people
have got to realize that's where the gridlock comes from. We gotta stop
playing games, and find just one thing that we all have in common."
That kinda goes against diversity, doesn't it?
"It shouldn't. Hell, what does Christmas, Hanukkah and Kwanzaa have to
do with wanting a job, getting insurance and living a good life. How does
Afrccentrisrn or Eurocentrism help the economy? All it does is give us a
battleground to get on each other's nerves."
Well, what should we do instead?
oncentraie our energies on the things that we can all agree on. We're at
a major turning point in American life. Let's concentrate on the big stuff
First, unite in the name ofjobs, health care and the like. After we're on stable
ground again, we can always start bickering. We'll still be able to let
personal differences divide us, have a reason not to cooperate. But, let's do
it after we deal with the really important stuff.
"Bottom line. We all want jobs when we get out of school, no matter what
our ideology is. We all want to afford health care, the car, the house, and the
meal out every once in a while."
Seems pretty simple. But how's it gonna work. Like people are really
gonna make a personal commitment to find common ground in the interest
of something larger than their ego.
"Well, if they don't, their ideology's gonna fall on deaf ears. Because no
one cares about whether women shave their pits when they don'thave ajob."
Utter
Si vis sapiens
A German composer. Max Reger,
in response to a similarly written
critique of contemporary music re-
plied, "I am sitting in the smallest
room in my house, your review is in
front of me. Presently, it will be
behind me." Mr. Reger is about to
wipe himself with the review.
What Mr. Hallman has tried to do
is a wonderful and monstruous dis-
play of the inept use of inductive
reasoning, in which the writer tries
to reduce the human experience for
both sexes to copulatory mechanics.
A similar misuse of deductive rea-
soning might be the very necessary
acions of human defecation or uri-
nation, as witnessed more poetically
by Max Reger. As we all know, the
the faculty, who
tary school I grew up thinking that
my parents and teachers knew
everything; now that I am a college
student, I tend to think ofmy profes-
sors as being members of an elite
group of intellectuals. I tend to be-
lieve that each professor thinks in
concert with all other professors. (I
mean, we all know that they're not
human anyway.)
But what was so upsetting was
that the faculty weren't any more
respectful to their own colleagues
then are college students to their
peers. I felt as if I was watching one
of those daytime television talk
shows. Henry Copeland as Geraldo
wouldn't be too faroff. The man was
thrown into the position of
moderating what was one of the most
asinine discussions of committee
power ! have ever witnessed.
para feces
state of human affairs goes awry
with 100 percent certainness, when
people are unable to have dairy def-
ecation: therefore, I suggest on the
basis of this fouled inductive rea-
soning that we henceforth and
straightaway pledge ourselves and
our fortunes to worship at the alter of
all the fecal masses.
If you think we all need to worship
women because of some biological
copulatory mechanism why don't you
look at the other end and why don't
we all go worship sh ? And so I'm
going to advise that we all listen to
the advice of Max Reger.
Tm not sure, but was George Ber-
nard Shaw a mysoginist.
Matthew Matheney, junior
can we trust?
Copeland announced that as of
July. 1993 EPC would no longer
have the final word over faculty po-
sitions.
I thought that would have been
enough, but insteadthe meeting de-
generated into a "we should get rid
ofEPC, " "well we already didsort
of discussion.
I'm not saying that the faculty had
to agree with EPCs decisions. But
they ought to accept them; after all,
they wanted a committee to be in
charge ofassigning faculty positions.
I think that there is a place for free-for-m
discussion. But when the dis-
cussion degenerated into a "yes you
did," "no I didn't," "or did you?" sort
of debate, it ceased to be useful.
I trust that the people to whose
salaries my tuition contributes will
be capable of engaging in worth-
while dialogue about the state of
academic affairs at Wooster. If they
can't, then who can?
Utter
Perley dismayed
at forum behavior
As. campus host for Barbara
Ehrenreich, our forum speaker this
week, I feel I must express my feel-
ing about the lack of respect shown
to her during the question and an-
swer period following her address.
Regardless of bow one may feel
about what is being said, it is ex-
tremely embarrassing to me and to
the College campus for the view of
another person to be condemned with
profanity. It is critical to remember
that it is the views of those we dis-
agree with which can inform us and
that we should have respect for those
whose views are different from ours.
James Perley
Professor and Chair, Biology
Bigotryfrom page 7
Put up or shut up
I mean, something has to happen to
them after they're taken away and
all. Well, I'd be damned if I know.
Would you?
So all you sexists and all you rac-
ists and homophobes and neo-naz- is
and all you others who feel like I
may be talking to you. I probably
am. You cannot say what you like.
Ifyou care to think, then you exist. If
you think of something, it then ex-
ists.
If you think you're being op-
pressed, that you do not hfcve free
speechif you do not think you have
it, then it does not exist.
You've no free speech, and the
nice thing about this is that you can't
even open your mouths to argue with
me. You can't. And ifyou're not too
happy with this and I would then
have the audacity to wonder why
that is so well that's just too bad,
because fortunately you're stuck with
it for the rest of your pitiful excuses
for lives.
You could pretend that you like it,
of course, like the nice guy you are.
or you can, if you really wish, raise
hell about it, and invariably wither
away into nothingness.
1992 the "Year Of The
Woman?". . .Yeah, Right
When Carol Moseley Braun, Lynn
YeakeL and a handful ofotherwomen
won their party primaries this sum-
mer, 1992 was coined the "Year of
The Woman." This election was
forecast as the one in which women
would make significant political
gains. Indeed, as the election returns
came in Tuesday night and a few
female faces appeared on our televi-
sion screens, several analysts were
boasting about the accuracy of their
predictions. Certainly, gains were
made: for the first time in our history
a state will be represented by two
women in the Senate, we saw the
fl
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election of the first"African Ameri-
can woman to the Senate, and even my conservative home state of Utah
elected a woman to Congress. In my mind, however, these increases do not
constitute this as the "year of the woman."
In all reality, November 3rd of 1992 was little different from November
4th of 1988. In 1988, there was only one woman elected to the Senate: Nancy
Landon Kassebaum. This year there were five: Carol Moseley Braun, Patty
Murray, Dianne Feinstein, Barbara Boxer and Barbara Mikulski of Mary-
land was re-elect- ed. Percentage-wis- e this is a tremendous increase, but in
real figures, considering that there are only six women in the entire Senate,
the improvements aren t nearly as impressive. The House will also have a
handful of new women, which again is an improvement, but definitely not
what I would consider to be the "year of the woman."
In assessing the increases made by women, it is also important to
recognize the context of this election year. This has by several standards
been an extremely unusual election. As a result of redisricting, this year
incumbents faced incumbents, new districts were formed, others lost and a
few long-ter- m members of Congress faced elections with new constituen-
cies. There was also a tremendous amount of anti-incumbe- ncy sentiment
this year. Voter dissatisfaction with government gridlock tended to favor the
challengers to the political process. And of course there was the Clarence
Thomasbeleaguer Anita Hill fiasco which supposedly helped women
candidates. In li ght of these considerations, it Is possible that voters were not
necessarily excited about women candiaates, out ratner were aiscncnaniea
with a government run-a-muc- k.
My effort here is not to qualify the election of these women, but rather to
put their victories in the context of this election. That is to say, simply
because we will be represented by a few additional women in the 103rd
Congress, this is not necessarily a national trend toward incorporating
women into politics. We still have a long way to go before the "year of the
woman."
Despite any real change in the gender composition ofour national leaders,
it's not surprising to hear so much talk of this as the woman's year. The
slightest changes seem monumental to our traditional system. Although we
were among the first to offer complete woman's suffrage, today America
lags far behind nearly all other industrialized countries in gender represen-
tation in government. Throughout our history, we have only elected 14
women to the Senate. These women rarely serve more than two terms, and
I would predict that of the four new members recently elected, half of them
at best will be re-elect- ed.
In order to really have a "year of the woman" we would need to elect a
woman president, have 51 percent (or should we say 52 percent, equal to
their percentage of the population) of the Congress controlled by women, or
see half of our local and state governments composed of women. Only with
these changes can we truly have a "year of the woman."
I applaud the success of women in this election, but unfortunately, their
gains will not significantly impact the 103rd Congress or women's partici-
pation in the American political system. We are far from a real "year of the
woman."
The Publications Committee will hold its first
open forum in the Lowry Center Pit on Tues-
day, November 10 at 4:30 p.m.
Students, faculty, or staff wishing to express
comments, complaints or compliments regard-
ing The Wooster Voice or The Goliard are in-
vited to bring their feelings to members of the
committee at this public forum.
Friday, November 6
Peruvian Tradin g Co. will have
a clothing sale from 10 ajn.
through 7 pjn.
Happy Hour at the Undergroud
from 5 - 6:45 p.m.
Another 48 Honrs will be
shown at the Underground at 8
pjn.
Scot Lanes brings the Red Pin
Special from 9-- 11 pm.
Carl Rosen will perform at the
Spotlight Showcase at Mom's
Truckstop.
Saturday, iovemDer
The Scot Lanes Triathalon be-
gins featuring pool, ping pong
and bowling!
Show your talent at Fun Flicks
from 6 pjn. -- 12 a.m. in Lowry
to make your own video.
See Bask Instinct at 7:30 and
10 p.m. at Mateer or come party
at the Underground from 1 0 pjn.
to 2 ajn. with the band Mon
ster.
Sunday, November 8
See the classic film Countdown
at n m in Mateer far free.
Monday November 9
The Doubles PoolTournament
begins in Scot Lanes!
Tuesdav. November 10
The Euchre Tournament be--
(Hn fmm 8 n m -- 11 n m in the
Underground. Register at Scot
nes with M for team
Sophocles'4ar takes on a
SHAWN PERRY
A A E Editor
"ForI have learned today to hate afoe
Sofar, that he may yet become afriend.
And sofar I resolve to serve afriend
Remembering he may yet become a
foe."
So speaks the title character in
Sophocles' famous tragedy, Aynu
The play, which is set in Troy dur-
ing the last few weeks of the Greek
siege, is unique in terms of Greek
drama for its in-dep- th and starkly
revealing understanding of human
behavior.
This remarkable play, which is con-
sidered one of Sophocles' greatest
works, will be brought to Wooster
nextWednesday, November 1 1 along
with the theatrical talents of Aquila
Productions' London Small Theater
Company. Tne performance will take
place in FreedlaruJer Theatre begin-
ning at 8: 15 pjn.
Aquila Productions is a world re-
nowned theater company based in
London and specializing in original
translations ofclassical Greek drama.
Peter Meineck established the pro-
duction company in 1989 and, along
wiuTne LcodonSrriaUTreatre Com-
pany, has produced a number of sue-cessf- ul
shows all around the world.
The group visited Wooster last April
in a memorable performance of
Aristophanes' Frogs,
Monster
SHAWN PERRY
A & E Editor
Okay., so you've heard just about
every menacing heavy metal band
name there is; Metallica, Megadeth,
Slayer, Iron Maiden, and a host of
others.
Now, along comes Monster. But
wait, this band is different. How
different could they possibly be you
ask? Well, how about the fact that
they don't play heavy metal
Don't be disappointed though.
While this band's monikermay sug-
gest something different. Monster is
in fact an eclectic mix of stinging
electric and warm acoustic guitars
coupled with soaring three-pa- rt har-
monies and smart lyrics. They can
be seen tomorrow night where they
will be performing at the under-
ground beginning at lOpjn. Admis-
sion is 750 with a college ID.
Monster first came together in June
of 1990 as the Gravity Beavers. At
that time Northwestern graduate
Peter Stuart, vocalist and guitarist,
had been playing local solo shows
around the Chicago area.
After a call to Pittsburgh, Stuart
convinced Arch Alcantara, acollege --
friend, to relocate to Chicago. With
Alcantaraon guitar and vocals, drum-
mer Howie Kan toff, and the late
addition of bassist John Schulte, the
band was complete.
The band men began its rise as a
favorite on the local club scene.
Many local and national publica-
tions have praised their live show,
which is said to exhibit the band's
full impact Their sound has been
The theater troupe consists bf ac-
tors wtohave previously worked witfi
the Royal Shakespeare Company and
the Royal National Theater. Their
skill and experience combined with
theirclassical knowledge haveeamed
them international acclaim for their
consistently brilliant performances.
TheNew York Tunes sauLThe entire
ensemble is a study in beautifully
timed deadpan delivery." The New
Yorker also gave it a favorable re-
view: "The single bestproduction of
aGreek drama we've seen anywhere."
On their last tour of the United
States, Frogs also received rave re-
views across the country as well as in
the group's native London in which
the Times hailed the play as "bliss-
fully enjoyable." Today, Meineck
and the theatre group are embarking
on their fifth tour of the United States
and Canada with the theatrical
achievement of Sophocles Ajax.
Ajax is the classic story of a Greek
general who eventually goes mad
under the pressures of war and the
divided loyalties among his men. The
play not only deals with the conse-
quences of war itself, but also ex-
plores the condition of human con-
straint and the conflict between per-
sonal honor and the will c authority.
Trie work is a landmark of Greek
drama, for Sophocles is able to build
up a dramatic portrait of Ajax from
stomps into The Underground
j i j
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Monster will be performing in the
described as a harkening to such
groups as del Amitri and RJLM. as
well as obvious influences from such
artists as Neil Young and Cat
Stevens.
The band released a three-son- g
CD earlier this year which has been
getting rave reviews all around. The
New Music Report said tnat inese
moderalook
the hero's words and actions in the
scenes, parUy from me descriptions of
his associates, and partly from im-
plicit contrasts with the other charac-
ters in the play.
What makes the play even more
fascinating is the relevance of the
issues to today's society. Under
Meineck direction, and the modem
day translation of thestoryby Meineck
and Columbia University Professor
Dirk Obbink, the themes of war and
human endurance as portrayed in the
fifth century B.C are relevant in mod-
em society to similar conditions
present during the Vietnam War.
The play's drastic historical changes
in theme, however, prove to be just as
powerful on stage as the classic inter-
pretation itself. By proving the time-
liness of pieces such as Sophocles'
classic Ajax, Meineck has strived to
bring ancient drama alive for audi-
ences around the world.
Following in the tradition of other
classic performances including
Aeschylus' Agamemnon and
Euripides' Elektra, the theater group's
modem day translation ofAjax should
make for a spectacular event.
Tickets are required for the perfor-
mance and can be obtained at the
Freedlander Box Office. However,
limited seating isavailable. This event
and Theater Departments.
m
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Underground on Saturday from 10
songs are propelled to heights far
beyond your average sophomore art-student-p- arty
R.E.M. clones..."
Their songs have also been described
as "spacious sonic landscapes" with
lyrics that "capture revelatory mo-
ments and explore the treacherous
terrain between optimism and eye- -
opening experience.
V?
Donald Allen as Ajax in Sophocles'
photo provided by S.A.B.
pjn. to 2 ajn.
Monster is still in the process of
securing a major record label deal,
but their music and show, as well as
their perseverance, show great prom-
ise in helping them reach that goal.
As S tuart says, "I think we're a force
to be reckoned with in some way,
and I think that it deserves to be
taken notice of."
photo provided by S.A3.
classic play.
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play review
Senior LS. play addresses society's need for normalcy
ADITYA REGE
Staff Writer
A stockbroker, a schizophrenic, a
publisher and a psychiatrist, all com-
bined together with a cleverly de-
signed sparse set give rise to John
Olives s Standing On My Knees, di-
rected by Amy Vezza as part of her
senior LS. The andepanon of this
finely directed play has made it sold
out to those unlucky to get tickets.
Therefore, the following should pro-
vide a synopsis of sorts to better
understand whsat the play is about
Set in modern times in an un-
known American city, this play re-
volves around Catherine (first-ye-ar
Rachel Farris), a schizophrenic writer
who has just been released from hos-
pital after suffering a nervous break-
down. To help her get through this
trauma are her publisher, Alice(first-yea-r
ELana Elyce). and friend Joanne
(first-yea- r Meghan Davis) her psy-
chiatrist
The play begins in Catherine's
apartment, a sparsely set "poet's
garret" as she refers to it Catherine
has just been woken up by voices in
her head calling out to her. After
getting out of bed and throwing a
few clothes on, she goes to see
Joanne, her psychiatrist The play
gradually moves to Alice's house
where Catherine attends her first
party in a long time. It is here that
she meets Robert (Junior Michael
Mam son), a stock broker, and a man
who would soon change her life. On
Robert's part it seems to be "like at
the first sight." or at least lust Later
that nightt ',he calls Catherine up for a
lunch date. Upon accepting the date,
little does she realize that it would
gradually add a whole new meaning
to her life.
Being a person with a larger emo-
tional burden than she can handle
alone, especially with a dependancy
on pills, Robert's support and care
seems initially welcomed by her.
Robert himself gradually realizes
that he is in love with her. He does
all he can to woo her with moments
of passionate words and her favourite
music in the background, which fi-
nally leads to their making passion-
ate love that evening. Catherine,
having finally found a caring body,
seems well on the road to recovery.
These phases are harshly mturrupted
however by Alice who is constantly
pressurizing her about the new novel
and her psychiatrist Joanne afler sev-
eral tharepy sessions. Robert does
continue being her pillar of support,
however a skeptical Catherine re-
acts harshly by warning him to stay
away. "I'm poison." she warns.
Robert floods her with letters con-
stantly declaring his undying love
for her. Meanwhile Alice has taken
the liberty of telling Robert about
Catherine's "illness." feeling that
he had a right to know "bow deep the
water he was drowning in was."
Robert's love for her. however, still .
allows him to accept her even with
her temporary insamy. her Thorazine
addiction (all five hundred milli-
grams of it each day), and her awful
choice in music. On the face of it all,
they seem to be beaded towards a
very optimistic tuturc.
Cone e r t Connection
SHAWN PERRY - A&E Editor
NOVEMBER
Pat Metheny Sunday, Nov. 8
Blackfoot Friday, Nov. 13
Matthew Sweet Sunday. Nov. 15
MegadethSnlcldal Tendencies
Thursday, Nov. 19
Bad CompanyTom Cochrane
Saturday, Nov. 21
KissGreat White Sunday. Nov. 29
Palace Theater
Cleveland Agora
Shooters Live
Music Hall
U. of Akron
Coliseum
For ticket information on most of these shows, call
the TicketMaster Outlet:
La Akron: la Cleveland:
(216) 945-940- 0 (216) 241-55- 55
Suddenly. Robert walks in one day
announcing bis decision to resign
from bis job. He was, as he puts it 44
happier than a pig in shit" with his
job. In celebration, he drinks wine
with Catherine where she trium-
phantly announces that she is cel-
ebrating too. Celebrating her ability
to finally get a grasp on her life and
the effect of her latest poetry work to
trigger this new found love. As they
proceed with the evening, things
don't work out exactly as planned
and the couple has to postpone their
celebratory dinner.
These are the times when Catherine
ponders about her life and in a drastic
moment confesses to her psychia-
trist that without her poetry, the
schizophrenia is all that she has left
As if to add to her desperation, her
publisher announces mat she has read
Catherine's poems but bad not found
them very good. If ever there was a
moment when all hell breaks loose
simultaneously, this seems to be the
time.
In addition lo rejection by her pub-
lisher of her newly semingly spiri-
tual work. Robert seems to be losing
his love for Catherine as well. As if
in a complete contrast to the previ-
ous situations, Catherine seems to be
making all the effort to woo Robert
back. The scene finally shifts to
Catherine's apartment where we see
a heavily drugged Catherine slumped
over her bed. And just when she
seems to be recovering from her
trauma, the moment shows how she
has not only slumped back to her
pathetic condition but has plunged
into it all the more deeply.
Having wanted to do this play
from the very first time she read it in
Cynthia Totten's Acting class, Vezza
immediately knew she had found
the play upon which to focus her
senior LS. project Vezza has has
done an a very commendable job in
directing this play. Her sparse set
effectively emphasizes the situation
that the play itself stresses. A bed
placed in center stage is surrounded
by various blocks depicting her psy-
chiatrists office, a restaurant is cre-
ated by adding two chairs and a table
and a park by placing a bench on
stage right
The lighting designed by Brennen
Hadden and executed by Rebecca
Firlik was extremely effective in
showing the various scene changes
without physically changing almost
nothing on stage. This setting works
especially because the scene changes
several times and nothing has to be
altered on stage as the lights do the
trick. Along with the soft music,
they also complement the various
sentimental moments that unfold
gradually throughout the play. The
actors needn't be personally com-
mended as they all establish com-
mendable performances. In fact, the
effective use of production tech-
niques is clearly dileanated with
Vezza's use of them.
Playing at the ShocJroy Theater
for a small audience which, inciden-
tally, sits around the stage, Standing
on my Knees definately succeds on
all counts as a wonderfully funny
and sentimental play.
photo provided by SAB
Musician Carl Rosen will perform at the Spotlight Showcase at
Mom's tonight from 9 to 11 p.m.
Trumpeter
joins Jazz
Ensemble
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor
The Wooster Jazz Ensemble
will perform, under the direction
of Jeffrey Lindberg. tonight in
McGaw Chapel at 8: 15 p.m. The
ensemble last performed for the
large and enthusiastic audience
present at the successful joint con-
cert with the Wooster Chorus and
Symphony Orchestra earlier this
year. Joining the ensemble will
be trumpet artist Art Davis
Davis has been a free-lan- ce
musician m the Chicago Area for
the past 14 years. He received
both his BS in Music Education
and MS in Muscology from the
University of Illinois in Urbana.
Since 1980. he has taught both .
trumpet and jazz improvisation at
the American Conservatory of
Music in Chicago and The Uni-
versity of Illinois.
His brilliant playing style has
made him the featured soloist in
such legendary groups as the Ray
Charles Orchestra, the Woody
Herman Orchestra, and the Louis
Benson Big Band Davis has also
played with such personalities as
Doc Severinson. Natalie Cole.
Les Bgart, Sammy Davis Jr.. and
the Glenn Miller Orchestra, just
to name a few. Presently he is
backing Rosemary Clooney at the
Schubert Theatre in Chicago.
In addition, Davis is a charter
member of the Jazz Members Big
Band, w hich is co-le-d by Lindberg
as well. This renowned jazz group
has backed such greats in the field
as Joe Williams, Clark Terry,
Nancy Wilson, Louis Benson, arid
Dizzy Gillespie.
The ensemble will play a vari-
ety of numbers including an ar-
rangement of "I Only Have Eyes
For You," by Frank Mantooth.
"Cool Breeze- ,- by Tadd Dameron
as transcribed by Lindberg, and
several Duke Ellington classics
such as "Cotton Tail" and "Come
Sunday."
The Jazz Combo, a smaller im-
provisatory group consisting of
members of the ensemble, along
with Davis, win also perform a
variety of jazz standards in the
be--bop and cool style during the
intermission.
The concert is free and open to
the public
For special student air-
fares, visa assistance,
international ID cards,
medical, baggage and
travel insurance, and bus
and rail passes, call Study
Abroad Travel at
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commentary
The Gym teacher's
effect on a young
boy's little mind
Before I launch into my main topic
for this column, I would just like to
say that I think it would be abso-
lutely hilarious to feed a plate of
chopped dog intestines to a vegetar-
ian animal-righ-ts freak.
Anyway, I recently joined a floor
hockey team. I love floor hockey. I
have many fond memories of being
in junior high school P.E. and lying
on the floor while the people around
me played hockey. Sometimes they
would even whack me with a stick as
they ran by.
I think we all are plagued by these
kinds of memories. Memories of
junior high P. E. probably explains
most cases of alcoholism.
Anyway, I rememberbeing in jun-
ior high PE. and hating it. We
would all go into the gymnasium
and our gym teacher would come in,
wearing a misspelled name tag, and
randomly assign us to be on oppos-
ing teams.
Often the teams would have
themes, such as "Boys Against
Girls," or "Big Kids Against Little
Kids," ormy favorite,"AIl the people
on the Gym teacher's sports team
against the quiz bowl team." I was
on the quiz bowl team.
We were expected to cheer em-
phatically for our randomly selected
sports team. That was a major part
of our grade. I am convinced that
the only reason I didn't get into
Harvard is because I never cheered
inPJE.
The teacher always talked about
cheering for the team like it was a
major ethical principle. It was as if
somewhere in the bowels of Kant's
Grounding for the Metaphysics of
Morals he says thatcheering for PJE.
sports teams is what defines an ethi-
cal person. Our gym teacher thought
me only difference between the com-
mon person and serial killer Jeffery
Dahmer was that Dahmer never
cheered on his seventh grade PJs.
sports team.
In a lot of ways that's how patrio-
tism works. We get thrown into this
randomly selected sports team called
America and for some reason that
isn't explained, we are supposed to
care. We are supposed to run around
like we personally did something
when our country "wins" something
like the Gulf "War." It would be like
expecting Robb Degraw to care if
some other Al Gore clone beat up a
ten-year-- old boy.
But if you're claiming to be the
best and most civilized nation on the
face of the earth, there's no better
way to show it than to beat a fourth
rate military power after taxing your
own people so much for a good de-
fense that they wind up "deciding"
to become single parent famines
bee use of the economic stress they
are under.
Oh, and the Republican party
caused hurricane Andrew also.
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men s soccer nun's soccer
Victory sends Scots to nationals
1 ia cirij-- j !
Senior forward Mphatso Namwali
9
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2
Wooster head coach:
Brenda Meese
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photo by JOSHUA FAGANS
Win over Tigers
seals third trip
in four seasons
JOSHELROD
Staff Writer
The Fighting Scot men's soccer
team finished off its regular season
Saturday as they defeated Wittenberg
2-- 0.
The win cemented a berth for
Wooster in the Division III national
playoffs.
In order to qualify for the national
tournament a team must finish in the
top four in its region according to
regional polls. The Scots finished
third in the Great Lakes region, one
of eight regions across the country.
A total of 32 teams will compete for
the Division III crown.
Wooster took the field last Satur-
day afternoon against Wittenberg
charged up and ready to play. Each
team was well aware that a loss could
end its season then and there, and
neither .team was ready to throw in
the towel.
From the first whistle, the Fight-
ing Scots showed the quality ofplay
that had earned them a 12-- 6 record
and quickly set the pace of the game.
B utWooster remained unable to put
the ball in the net for almost die .
entire first half.
Wittenberg's defense was led by
junior goalkeeper John Loftus, who
had compiled a goals-againstaver-"- age
of only .93 this season, ;
However, with nine seconds left
to play in the first period,Loftus was
drawn out of the goal and Scot senior
co-capta-in Mphatso Namwali col-
lected the ball in front of the
Wittenberg goal and converted on
the shot for a 1-- 0 Wooster lead.
In the second half, the Scots con-
tinued to play well but were forced
to hold off a solid attempt by the
Tigers to make a comeback. Senior
V
football men's soccer women's soccer
WLT VVLT WLT
OWU 6 0 0 Kenyon 7 1 0 Denison 7 0 1
Wittenberg 6 0 0 OWU 7 1 0 OWU 6 1 1
Allegheny 5 1 0 Wooster 6 2 0 Wooster 6 2 0
Denison 2 2 2 Wittenberg 5 3 0 Kenyon 5 3 0
Wooster 2 4 1 Denison 2 4 2 , Allegheny 4 4 0
Earlham 2 4 0 Allegheny 2 5 1 Wittenberg 3 3 2
CWRU 1 3 2 CWRU 2 6 0 CWRU 2 6 0
Kenyon 1 4 1 Oberlin 2 6 0 Earlham 0 7 1
Oberlin 0 7 0 Earlham 1 6 1 Oberlin 0 7 1
Wooster head coach:
Bob Tucker X Wooster head coach:Bob Nye X Wooster head coach:Geordie Brown
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Sophomore forward Mike Sanneh battles defender for loose ball
during recent borne game. -
goalkeeper Jon Weidenharaer shut'
down a Wittenberg scoring opportu- -'
nity with two outstanding saves fif-
teen minutes into the half.
With less than a minute left in the
game, Namwali added a second goal
by heading a comer kick into the
corner of the Wittenberg goal.
Weidenhamer recorded the shutout
as the final was Wooster over
Wittenberg 2-- 0.
The Fighting Scots will play
Kenyon on Friday evening at Ohio-Wesley- an
University in the first
round of the tournament. The win-
ner of that game will play the winner
of the Wittenberg-Ohi- o Wesleyan
match-u- p.
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field hockey
owu
Wooster
Dcnison
Wittenberg
Eaxlham
Kenyon
Oberlin
W L T
9 1 2
3
3
5
X
volleyball
W
Wittenberg 8
Allegheny 7
OWU 6
Denison 5
Oberlin 4
Kenyon 3
CWRU 2
Earlham 1
Wooster 0
L PCT
0 1.00
1
.875
2 .750
.625
.500
.375
.250
.125
8 .000
Wooster head coach:
Linda Bush
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women's soccer
Fighting Scots sneak into Division HI national playoffs
First appearance
in the history of
women's soccer
KARYN POWERS
Staff Writer
The Fighting Scot women's soc
cer team closed out the regular sea-
son with a 4--1 win over Earlham this
past Saturday.
The victory gave Wooster a 13-6- -1
overall record, which was strong
enough to qualify the team for a
national tournament bid, the first in
its history.
It was an emotional yet positive
women's soccer mrp
Wooster's Hall of Fame
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
Thewomen'sFighting Scot soc-
cer team will be competing in the
NCAA Division III tournament
on Saturday for the first time in its
history.
This is thanks in large part to the
contribution of the outstanding
play ofjunior goalkeeper LisaHall.
Because of her excellence on
the playing field, the Voice Sports
editors havedecided to name Hall,
Wooster Women's Soccer Player
of the Year.
Hall is the backbone of this
year's playoff-boun- d squad. She
compiled a 13-6- -1 record in the
net with a JS goals allowed per
game average. She stopped an
incredible 87.4 of the shots that
came her way as well as recording
12 shutouts this season.
Over her three year career at
Wooster, Hall has started 56 con-
secutive games, compiled a career
record of 38-11-- 7, recorded 35
shutouts, and never allowed more
than three goals in a game. Her
career save percentage is an as-
tounding .922.
During hercareer, Wooster was
NCAC Co-Champi- ons in 1990,
NCAC Champions in 1991, and
NCAA Division m playoff par-
ticipant in 1992.
As far as honors. Hall was named
NCAC Defensive Player of the
Year her first two seasons and was
named Second-Tea- m All-Amer- ica
last season. She is sure to take
home some more individual hon- -
week for the Fighting Scots as they
ended regular season play and an-
ticipated the end of the season alto-
gether.
The Scots closed out the regular
season against the Earlham Quak-
ers. Last year, Woosterhad defeated
the Quakers by a score of 7-- 0, and
this year the team had hoped to end
their season on an equally high note.
The first goal of the game, at24:22,
was from senior midfielder Holly
Slepecky, who was quick to capital-
ize off the Earlham goalie's mishan-
dling of the ball.
I saw the ball hit the back of the
net and I could hardly believe iL I
thought to myself, 'what a great way
to end my career,' " Slepecky said
:
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Junior goalie Lisa Han has
recorded 12 shoutoos this year
ors after this past season.
"Being named Ail-Americ- an is
the accomplishment that I'm most
proud of," commented HalL
Originally from North Hills,
Pennsylvania, Hall played four
years on the North Hills High
women's soccer team. She played
all four years at goalkeeper.
"We were horrible. We were
really bad. I played on club teams,
too. I played on the Pittsburgh
Strikers travelling club team dur-
ing high school.'' said HalL
What makes Hall be tter than the
average goalkeeper?
"I'm never satisfied. I'm a hard
worker, especially in practice. I
also work out in the off-seaso- n,"
finished HalL
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries. Earn $60Qweek in canneries or $4,00(Hmotith
on fishing boats. Free transportation! Room and Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary.
Male or Female. For employment program
call 1-206-54- 5-4155 cxl A5562
after the game.
Much to Wooster's dismay, how-
ever, the Quakers quickly retaliated.
Five minutes later, Earlham was
given a direct kick which they
soundly tucked into the top cornerof
the net
But the Fighting Scots were un-
daunted and the offense foughtback.
With eight minutes to go, junior for-
ward Delia Hoye knocked home a
penalty kick to the lower right cor-
ner and the Fighting Scots regained
the lead.
Capitalizing on the momentum,
sophomore halfback Jen Mandlecre-ate- d
a scoring opportunity for team-
mate and first year Emily Brunk.
Brunk evaded the defense and se-
cured her first goal of the year.
The game also included some in- -.
.
dividual pushing and shoving
matches between the two teams. First
year Danya Lecker was caught up in
a particularly vicious brawl with an
Earlham defender and both players
were quickly awarded yellow cards.
Despite the warning, Lecker, con-
tinued to play aggressively, scoring
the fourth and final goal of the game
off of a loose cornerkkk balL
The 4-- 1 victory was well received
in what appeared to be the final game
of the season for the Fighting Scots,
and the final game ofmany seniors'
careers.
Individual season honors go to
junior goalkeeper Lisa HalL Hall
led the NCACwitha0.6goals against
average for the season. She also
provided 12 shutouts for the team.
Sophomore jansa hncsons is the
team's top scorer with 14 goals and
two assists. Other top scorers in-
clude first years Laura Fembach (5
goals, 5 assists). Danya Lecker (3
goals, 3 assists), and Melia Arnold
(3 goals, 3 assists), sophomore
Megan Bruce (4 goals) and junior
Delia Hoye (5 goals, 3 assists).
Itappeared that the Fighting Scots'
season had come to an end on Satur-
day. But they were to find that the
season was far from over.
Monday morning at 1 1:00 ajn. a
small group of soccer players,
coaches, friends, etc, assembled in
the Blue Room of Andrews library
to watch a national cable broadcast
of the NCAA tournament selection.
Realistically, Wooster's chances of
being asked to the national tourna-
ment were slim.
At the beginning of the weekend,
Wooster was fourth in their region
with Denison, Ohio Wesleyan, and
Messiah College being the top three.
$$$$ GREAT MONEY
POTENTIAL
SELL CUSTOM-DESIGNE- D
T-SHIR- TS
ON CAMPUS. FOR
MORE INFO
CALL JEFF Alt
1-800-73-
6-6827
'
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The Fighting Scots had the Quakers on the defensive the entire game
as indicated by Laura Fernbach. -
Little did Wooster know that over
the weekend. Murphy's Law pre-
vailed and every thing that could
have gone wrong for other teams
did. Among other events, the most
important was thatMessiah suffered
a loss which moved them down to
fourth in the region. Thus the path
was cleared for Wooster to move
into the number three spot and on to
the regional tournament.
This will be the first time that the
Wooster women's soccer team will
makean NCAA Tournament appear-
ance. In addition, Wooster was also
chosen to host the regional games
this weekend.
The first game will pit conference
rivals Denison and Ohio Wesleyan
against each other and will be held
tomorrow at 11:00 ajn. Denison
beat Ohio Wesleyan in regular sea-
son play.
Earn $10.00 per hour
working on campus in
your spare time. Man-
agement company
requires campus repre-
sentatives to aid in
recruiting. Contact
Paul Evans at (614)-538-76- 65
for more
information
Wooster hosts Mary Washington
College (12-5--4) of Virginia at 2
pjn. Wooster received a bye in the
first round while Mary Washington
defeated reputed powerhouse North
Carolina wesleyan on Wednesday,
1-- 0.
Senior co-capt- ain Barbie Thomp-
son comments, "I know we can do iL
The onlyproblem I can foresee is the
team looking too far ahead to
Sunday's game. We need to beat
Mary Washington before we can seek
revenge on Ohio Wesleyan or
Denison."
The winners of the two Saturday
games will then play on Sunday at
noon to decide the ultimate winner
of the regional tournament. That
winner will then go on the the semi-
final game of the NCAA national
tournament.
CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING:
Earn $200Qmonth
world travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Carribean,
etc.) No experience
necessary. For employ-
ment program information
cafl 1-206-6- 34-0468 ext.
ra62 - J
I-
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field hockey
Defense wraps
PETER JAMES
Sports Editor y
ThcFighdngScolfiekl hockey earn
closed an up and down season Satur-
day as they downed Kenyon 1-- 0. The
one goal victory was the Scots sev-
enth in eleven opportunities this sea-
son. Wooster ended up with a 11-- 8
record overall, 9-- 3 in conference.
The game was dictated by both
teams' defenses, never allowing the
offenses to maintain a sustained at-
tack. Despite being outshot by
Kenyon, Wooster kept the Ladies off
the scoreboard as the half ended 0-- 0.
The second half saw the Fighting
Scots applying offensive pressure.
After several scoring chances Wooster
finally broke the tie. With less than 25
minutes remaining in the game, jun-i- or
back Luci Day scored from the top
of the circle, beating the Kenyon de-
fense and goalie. This proved to be
the only goal of the game as the Scot
defense held the Ladies in the 1-- 0 win.
Once again the Fighting Scot de-
fense was the key to victory. As had
been the case the entire season, it was
the defense that was able to keep
Wooster in the game long enough for
the offense to win the game. Junior
Tiffany Lerch played an especially
strong game as she stopped two po-
tential goals. In all, junior Becky
women's swimming and diving
Womenshootfor top 15
Scots led by two All-Americ-an swimmers
LYDIA AMERSON
The Colic ee of Wooster women's
swim team heads to Kenyon Satur-
day for an all-confere- nce relay meet.
The team has two very specific
goals for the 1992-9- 3 season one
is to unseat Allegheny College and
take over third place in the North
Coast Athletic Conference, and the
other is to break back into the top 15
at the National Division IH National
Meet.
Coming off an excellent 9-- 1 dual-me- et
record, a fourth-plac- e finish at
the conference meet, and a 20th-pla- ce
showing at nationals, Wooster
will first have to find replacements
for several key swimmers who gradu-
ated.
The key losses are All-Americ- an
sprinters Wendy Free burn and Laura
Miller, as well as Katie Erdman, the
school record bolder in the 200-yar- d
freestyle.
In their absence, bead coach Keith
Beckett will look to former AI1-Aroeri- can
Kelly Allen, a senior who
returns after a year off.
First-ye- ar Laura Hively is one to
watch in the breasts troke and indi
vidual medley events where she is
K quality lor nationals.
in like orevious seasons, the
strength of this year's team lies in
the distance and nuaaie casiancc
events. "This is a different Wooster,"
Beckett said.
Tederstrom made 14 saves in collect-
ing her sixth shutout of the season.
"It was great to win the last game
and end the season on a positive note,"
Wooster head coach Brenda Meese
said. It was nice to see that we were
able to handle the pressure. We held
ourown until we scored. Then the rest
was up to the defense.''
Despite not posting a strong record
overall, the Fighting Scots still had
many bright spots. On offense, first-ye- ar
Wendy Perkins led the team with
seven goals and 15 points.
Sophomore Meg Wood was sec-
ond in scoring with 5 goals and 13
points, followed by junior Lisa
Ostermueller and sophomore Caroline
Robinson with 6 goals and 12 points
each. Robinson did her scoring de-
spite playing less than half of the
games.
On defense, juniors Lerch and Day
were steady, allowing goalie
Tederstrom to posta .90 goals against
average.
Expect a much stronger season out
of the Fighting Scots next season as
they only lose one player, senior Jody
King. While the youth of the team
may have hurt them this season, a
year's experience should make the
Scots a serious contender for the con-
ference crown.
"Typically we have a reputation
for being a powerhouse in the
freestyle relays and sprint free events,
but this year we will make our mark
in the medley and distance events
and relays."
Key returnees include junior
Tammy Behringer, a two time All-Ameri-can
and school record holder
in the 100-yar- d butterfly, and Katy
Serine II, the school record bolder in
both the 100 and 200 backstroke.
Schnell is studying abroad in Vienna
this semester and will return in Janu-
ary.
In addition,junior All-Americ- ans
Liz Bugbee and Heather Johnston
are both expected to make huge con-
tributions at the conference meet
and at nationals, while freshman Jen
Hudson will be counted on to do
well in the breasts troke and indi-
vidual medley events.
Another strength for the Lady
Scots this year will be found in the
diving events, where junior diver
Becky Mullin will pair up with first-ye- ar
Liz Helstien.
Helstien, who is expected to
qualify for nationals, was a high
school All --American and Connecti-
cut State Diving Champion.
Other newcomers to watch are the
first-ye- ar distance duo of Debbie
King and Suzanne Whitaker, who
should dominate the competition at
dual meets and perform well at
field hockey player of the year -
Shannon: field hockey's unheralded star
PETER JAMES
Sports Editor
The kev to anv successful team.
regardless of what sport, is de-
fense.
The Fighting Scot Geld hockey
team was no exception. Anchor-
ing its defense during the 1992
season was sophomore Betsy Shan-
non, the Voice's choice as field
hockey player of the year.
It is very easy to overlook the
play ofShannon because she is not
scoring goals or handing out as-
sists. But she has been a model of
consistency for Woosterduring her
first two seasons.
She started all 18 games she
played in as a first-ye- ar and started
every game but two this year. She
missed one game because she was
home for a family emergency and
did not start another because she
was not able to practice for a week
because of stitches in her fore-
head.
As sweeper. Shannon is the last
player before the goalie. She is the
men's swimming and diving
Men look to overcome key losses
Hungerford aspires to tie top miler in Division III
LYDIA AMERSON
feature Editor
The Fiphtine Scot men's swim
ming team is entering the 1992-9- 3
season without threekey swimmers
from last year's squad.
Gone from last year are Brian
Vereb, Jim Palmer and Andrew
Schulz, all of whom contributed a
great deal to the Scots success.
Vereb, a school record holder in
the 200-yar- d backstroke and a mem-
ber of several school relay records,
and diver Jim Palmer, who holds
the school record on the three-met- er
board, qualified for national last
year while Schulz was one of the
team's top sprinters and
breaststrokers.
"We suffered a tremendous loss
due to graduation," said head coach
Keith Beckett, whose team com-
piled a 64 dual-me- et record and
finished seventh at the North Coast
Athletic Conference Meet "We are
looking for some of our younger
swimmers to step up and perform
this year."
Those younger swimmers on
whom Beckett is counting include
first-ye- ar Todd van der Kieft, J.C
Chandor and Greg Bell Van der
Kieft was an AD-Ameri- can in high
school and his previous times in the
200 freestyle would qualify him for
parinnak; Chandor will dominate
in the breaststroke events with times
in high school that would break
defense's last line of defense.
We work together as a defense-Shann- on
said. "I will go forward.
We back each other up."
Shannon is very modest about
her talents. When asked what her
personal goals were before season
she talked about how the team was
going to do, not about herself. MI
wanted the team to do well. I try to
keep everyone intense."
Despite an inconsistent 11-- 8 sea-
son, 9-- 3 in conference. Shannon
believes the team improved from a
year ago. "We inrproved from last
year. It was hard losing two All-Americ- ans
(Carissa Conner and
Clara Mitchell)"
Shebelieves that nextseason they
will be a team to be reckoned with,
with every starter returning from
this year's squad returning along
with incoming first-year- s.
During the off-seas- on Shannon
runs two to three miles a day to stay
in shape. She also does aerobics
and some stick work to keep her
stick skills sharp. She has worked
Wooster school records; and Bell is
expected to be the Scots' top
butterflier.
As always, senior Tom Hungerford
will be the main man for the Scots.
Hungerford is a three-tim- e All-Ameri-c- an,
and last year he placed fourth at
nationals in the mile. In this, his final
SPORTS
win
JL
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Sophomore defensive back Betsy
Shannon has started every game
but two in her two year career.
hard to improve her game, and with
continued hard world Shannon
should continue to be an important
element in the success of the Fight-
ing Scots.
year, Hungerford is looking tobe the
top mile swimmer in Division III.
Other key returnees for the Scots
includejuniors Chad Coffman in the
sprint freestyle events, Mark
Groynom in the middle distance
freestyle events and sophomore Paul
tjavigiia in me aistance evems.
SHORTS
Sophomore Larissa Fricsons is sixth in the NCAC in
scoring with 14 goals and 30 points overall
Two members of the men's cross country team will
compete in the NCAA Great Lakes Regional. Junior
Wheeler Spaulding and sophomore Paul Kinney quali-
fied for the meet
The Fighting Scot field hockey team were involved in
twelve one-go- al games mis season, posting a 7-- 5 record
in these contests.
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cross country
Kinney and Spaulding head
to Great Lakes regionals
f- - Mtp - 1
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Sophomore Julia Hudson and senior Marya Cross lead this pack
BRYAN KOEPP
Staff Writer
Wooster hosted the NCAC Cross
Country Championship for the first
time since 1985 this past Saturday.
Despite not doing well as a team, the
Fighting Scots sent two runners to .
nationals.
That year both men and women's
teams placed in the top three of the
NCAC conference and were within
strlring distance of a team champi-
onship. Junior Wheeler Spaulding .
and sophomore Paul Kinney kept
that proud tradition going last Satur-
day.
Spaulding finished eigth in the
conference meet with a time of 27: 1 6
and received second team all-confere- nce
honors. Kinney finished 20th
with a solid 27:57 effort
The men's team this year finished
sixth in the conference and missed
qualifying for the Great Lakes Re-
gional Championships by a mere 23
points. Seniors Chris Levy and cap-
tain Steve McMillian along with jun--
inr Dave Stouffer Dut together a eal
lant effort. Denison captured the
men's team championship for their
third straight team title distancing
Case Western , Reserve University
by 7 points.
The women's team finished sev-
enth in a highly contested champi-
onship race that was so close, that
fifth place Oberlin and ninth place
Wittenberg were separated by only
50 points.
- Sophomore Julia Judson led die
women's team with a 26th place
finish and a time of 22.-03-. Senior
tri-capta- ins Carolyn Kiss, April
Heck, and Marya Cross carried on
the women's proud tradition with
solid performance of 28th, 36th, and
44th respectably.
Allegheny continued their'streak
ofwomen's conference crowns with
their seventh in a row with a eight
point spread over Ken yon.
Wheeler Spaulding and Paul
Kinney will be racing November 14
at Albion College in Adrian, Michi-
gan. They will be shooting for a
national berth.p jTrninNA T'THivision'iii " ; ?
WOMEN'S SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIPS
Saturday, November 7
11.--00 am. Denison vs. Ohio Wesleyan
2.-0-0 p.m. Wooster vs. winner of
North Carolina Wesleyan vs. Mary Washington
Sunday, November S
12:00 noon Winners of Saturday's games
I
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Slingluff athlete of the week
WA A RET .BASF.
While she admits that she can't
wait to be on the lacrosse field,
sophomore Laura Slingluff certainly
has proven herself this season with a
field hockey stick.
This week's athlete of the week is
described as the "most improved ath-
lete on the team by far" by her team-
mates and a "quiet leader" by her
coaches.
Slingluff did not see much play-
ing time her first year on the field
hockey team, but this year she was a
regular starter at right half back.
"I really enjoy the position of half
back," said Slingluff. "It is more
challenging than the otherpositions.
You definitely need quick reactions
for the position."
Slingluffclaims that she was prac-
tically bom with a stick in her hand,
and began competing in both field
hockey and lacrosse in the sixth
grade.
Graduating from St. Paul's school
for girls in Balitimore, her family
roots runs deep with three other sis-
ters (one older and two younger) all
playing the two sports. She came to
Wooster to play field hockey and
lacrosse.
"The field hockey team is so much
fun to play for," claims Slingluff.
"Everyone brings different person-
alities and input to the team."
She claims that she would eventu-
ally like the chance to go to nation-
als, but never tries to worry too
much about it when playing.
While Slingluff says that she tries
to haveapositiveattitude at all times,
she admits to getting down on her-
self more than necessary when she
feels that she is not playing well.
A history major with a minor in
education, Slingluff finds playing
sports helps make her life more bal-
anced.
"There are only so many hours in
the day. Sports helps me stay orga-
nized and helps me keep everything
inline."
When she isn't holding a stick,
Slingluff says mat she enjoys sail-
ing, tubing and hiking.
After Wooster she hopes to be-
come a teacher, although she doesn't
know what grade or exactly what
subject. The thought of coaching
field hockey and lacrosse someday
has even crossed her mind.
.
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Junior Bill Antel during NCAC Cross Country Championships
This neck's
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What National Hocker Lea sue claver holds the career record for
points (goals 4 assists) as a defenseman?'.
Answer to the Spans Challenge ihould.be phoned into the Voice office, x
2598. The Grt person with Hie correct response will receive three dollar worth
of food Mom Truck Stop courtesy of the Sports Editors.
Pigsk in
picks
PETER JAMES
Sports Editor
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
Starting with today's issue.
Sports editor Peter the Man
James, Assistant Sports editor
MikeTne Sports Czar House
holder, and a third unknown
prognosticator known only as
Human," will predict the out
comes of three NFL games each
week. '..-'- . :.-- .
We will predict the Pittsburgh
Steelers game, the Cleveland
Browns game, and a "Game of
the Week." This week's picks:
The Man: Buffalo Bills 24,
Steelers 21. The Bills are no
where the team that went to the
past two Super Bowls, but their
experience added to the home-fie- ld
advantage will enable them
to pull out the victory. The Bills
will not go to the Super Bowl
this year.
Houston Oilers 17, Browns y.
The Oilers run-and-sh- oot is sput
tering while the Cleveland of?
fense is stalled. Definately do
not take the over on the over-unde- r.
:
Philadelphia Eagles 27, LA.
Raiders 10. The Eagles areplain
and simply a superior team in
every facet of the game. The
Raiders will be black and blue
by the end ofthis laugher. '
The Sports Czar Steelers 27,
Bills 24. On paper, this is a Bills
win ail tne way, out mere is
something about this year's Men
ofS teel which makes them hard
to count out. '
Watch this game come down
to a last second field goal. -
Oilers 35, Browns 17. Hous
ton has been asleep this season
despite their 5-- 3 record. . I think
they're finally ready to wake up
and smell the coffee against the
anemic Browns offense. '
Eagles 24. Raiders 3. . The
Eagles have lost three in a row
They'll be ready to play and
they'll take their frustrations out
on the hapless Raiders and their
ineffective, underachieving
quarterback Todd Marinovicb.
Human: Steelers 17,Bills 12.
The Bills inconsistent defense
and Thurman Thomas' elbow
will greatly affect the outcome.
he Steel Curtain defense
coupled with the best rushing
offense in the league (Barry Fos
ter), will put the Steelers over
the top. . -- ;
Oilers 28, Browns 13. Former
Brown Webster Slaughter will
wreak havoc on his former
mates. Browns running attack
cannot penetrate Ray Childress
and the Oiler defensive front.
Eagles 17.Raiders7. Randall
Cunningham can't be held in
check for four straight weeks.
Mannovich still hasn t grown
up or gained the confidence of
his teammates. ' ; .
Em'
crow country
men -- 6th
women - 7th
11 zocJtrjr
Wooster d. Kenyon, 1- -0
footbaU
Wooster d. Earth am, 28-2- 1
men's soccer
Wooster d. Wittenberg , 2--0
women's soccer
Wooster d. Eariham 4--1
(ol (o)i tic (o J r
"She will win Division
III diving during her four
years at Wooster.
Men's and Women's
swimming headcoach Keith
Beckett about first-yea- r
diver Liz Helstein
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Scots topple Eariham in last home game
Victory marked
by record-settin-g
performances
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
The Fighting Scot football team
(2-5-
-1 overall and 2-4- -1 in the North
Coast Athletic Conference) snapped
iu four game home winless streak
with a 28-2-1 victory over Eariham
last Saturday.
Wooster scored one touchdown in
each quarter in winning its final home
game of the 1992 season.
Coach BobTucker's Scots racked
op an impressive 434 yards of total
offense while the Quakers managed
295 yards. Wooster also dominated
Eariham in first downs (25-14- ), of-
fensive plays (82-57- ), and time of
possession (33:35-26:25- ).
For the first time all season, the
Scots ran a balanced offense, gain-
ing 206 rushing yards and 228 pass-
ing yards.
"The offensive mix was there for
us," Tucker said. "We wanted to
establish the run. We knew their
(Eariham s) defense was weak com-
ing in."
Four College of Wooster football
records were broken in the contest.
Junior tailback Eric Robinson broke
the single game rushing attempt
record previously held by Brian
Grandison '92, who ran the ball 45
times against Oberlin in 1990.
Robinson carried the ball 49 times
V)
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Senior quarterback John Ramsier
i
for a total of 202 yards against the
Quakers.
For his effort, Robinson was
named North Coast Athletic Confer-
ence Player of the Week.
Senior quarterback John Ramsier
broke three single season records in
the game. He broke Craig
Lombardi's (88) pass completion
record (144 in 1987), Lombardi's
touchdown pass record (13 in 1988),
and Lombardi's passing yardage
record (1,742 in 1988). Ramsier has
completed 157 passes, thrown for 14
touchdowns, and passed for 1,860
yards with two games remaining this
season. Against Eariham, Ramsier
completed 16 of 27 passes for 228
yards and threw for one touchdown.
"He's one of the best quarterbacks
to ever play here," Tucker com-
mented.
The scoring in the game occurred
quickly and often. Both teams' first
possessions resulted in touchdowns.
Eariham took the opening kickoff
and marched down the field to go
ahead 7-- 0 at the 8: 3 8 markof the first
period.
"Our defense was lousy in the first
half,' Tucker said.
Wooster returned the favor by
launching a scoring drive of their
own. The 12play,74 yard drive was
capped off by a Robinson run of four
yards. Junior kicker Seth Carpien's --
PAT knotted the score at 7.
Wooster's defenseagain could not
contain the Quaker offense as
Eariham took the kickoff and drove
down the field to score. At the 12.-0-5
mark of second quarter, the Scots
s
if -
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had a record getting season.
"
--r
Senior running back Eric Robinson
this play against Eariham.
trailed 14-- 7.
Eight minutes later, the Quakers
struck again, scoring a touchdown
which put them ahead 21-- 7 with four
minutes remaining in the first half.
The Scots, desperately needing a
score before the half, came through
with 25 seconds remaining by driv-
ing 65 yards on 14 plays to bring
themselves to within one touchdown
on Ramsier's 5 yard pass to senior
tight end Trevor Gamer.
Carpien's extra point closed out
the fust half scoring, leaving the
Quakers in front by a score of 2 1-- 14.
That touchdown right before the
half was a very big one for our team.
Our offense really came through for
us," commented Tucker.
The Wooster defense applied a
chokehold to the Quaker offense in
the second half. Eariham was held
with out a single point The offense,
led by Robinson and Ramsier also
did its part in downing Eariham. A
pair of Robinson two yard runs at
10:02 of the third quarter and 2:49 of
the fourth insured Wooster its fust
and only home victory of the season.
Tucker added, "We didn't start
well, but we hung in there. The
hungriest team won in the end."
The offensive stars for the Scots in
addition to Ramsier and Robinson
were the pass receiving trio of Gar-
ner, senior split end Jeff Smith, and
junior flanker Brian Wright. Gamer
had five catches for 43 yards and one
touchdown. Smith had four recep-
tions for 77 yards, and Wright made
four grabs for 62 yards.
On defense, senior linebacker John
Marcinek turned in yet another strong
gamecompiling 13 tacklesand mak-
ing a key interception in the third
quarter..'.'.'...'. . .
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was knocked head over heals on
'
However, first-ye- ar defensive end
Jonathon Long was named defen-
sive player of the game for his three
tackles (one for a loss), one fumble
recovery, and one quarterback sack.
Also, first-ye- ar Travis Sanders was
named defensive lineman of the
game for his 10 tackles (one for a
loss).
Tomorrow, the Scots travel to
Wilmington. The game, to beplayed
at Williams Stadium in Wilmington,
Ohio, will be the first ever meeting
between Wilmington and the Fight-
ing Scots. Wilmington has com-
piled a 2-- 6 mark this season and
boast Eric Noble, who is one of the
top passers in all of Division III
football. Noble has completed 94 of
1 54 passes for 1 353 yards and seven
touchdowns. Also, a key player for
Wilmington is running back Tim
Andrew, who has rushed for 460
yards on 108 carries and five touch-
downs.
GAME NOTES: Wooster has
given the ball away 14 more times
than it has taken it away this
season Sophomores Jamie Ruhl
and Dana Kreeger are second and
third respectively in tackles. Ruhl
has recorded 72 tackles while
Kreeger has made 66 tackles As
faras injuries, junior linebacker Scott
Bloom is out for the game with a
knee injury. First-ye-ar offensive
lineman Tony Humbert is listed as
doubtful also because of a knee in-
jury. Also, junior defensive tackle
Todd Adamson is listed as question-
able on account of a neck
injury The Scots have a chance
to win two games in a row with a win
this week against Wilmington.
Wooster has not won two games in a
jaw. since J989.
. . . . ,
